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INTRODUCTION

This selected bibliography of materials dealing with drug abuse education is designed to accompany a circulating preview collection. The collection will be displayed at various locations throughout the State to be utilized for examination and first-hand evaluation of comparable materials prior to purchase. Included are materials in a variety of formats on both professional and student levels. Publishers throughout the nation have been especially cooperative in submitting materials to the Bureau of School Libraries for consideration for inclusion. The collection, then, is composed of acceptable materials submitted by those publishers. 16mm film, however, have been excluded from the bibliography since they were not made available for the long-term preview needed for the collection to circulate. Periodicals are excluded as are many materials that are currently out of print.

The Bureau suggests that all the materials be examined by a joint group of administrators, health teachers, librarians, students and professionals in the social science and medical fields. While all the materials are recommended for consideration for purchase, care must be taken in the acquisition of certain materials for specific groups of users.

The bibliography is arranged in sections to give both an overview and sources in specific subject areas as follows: Mental Health-Personality Development; General Physical Health; Drug Abuse Education-Sources of General Information; Alcohol and Barbiturates; Cigarettes, Glue and Other Inhalants; Hallucinogens-LSD; Hallucinogens-Marijuana; Heroin and Opiates; Stimulants; Drug Addiction-Treatment and Rehabilitation; Drugs and the Law; 16mm Film Selection Aids. The numerals refer to the items in the collection.
Mental Health -- Personality Development

Professional Collection


Secondary Level Materials


Exploring Moral Values. (Filmstrip). Warren Schloat. 1969. 15 strips color. 35mm with record, with teacher's guide.


1 Never Looked at It That Way Before. (Filmstrip). Pleasantville: Guidance Associates, 2 parts, color. 35mm and record.


Elementary Level Materials


GENERAL PHYSICAL HEALTH

Professional Collection


Secondary Level Materials


Elementary Level Materials


DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION -- SOURCES FOR GENERAL INFORMATION

Bibliographies and Selection Tools


Reference Collection


*Brochure only included in display.


Professional Collection


Bryd, Oliver E. Medical Readings on Drug Abuse. Reading: Addison-Wesley, 1970.


The Drug Experience. (Filmstrip). Pleasantville: Warren Schloat. 5 strips color 35mm with 5 records. Contains: Drugs and People: An Introduction; Marijuana: An Interim Report; Opiates; Pills: Ups and Downs; Hallucinogens.

Drug Facts: Origins Processes and Effects. (Filmstrip). Santa Monica: Bailey Film Associates. 8 strips color 35mm with 4 records. Contains: Opium, Morphine and Heroin; Tranquilizers and Other Medicines; Hallucinogens; Volatile Chemicals; Downers, the Barbiturates; Uppers, The Amphetamines; Marijuana and Hashish; Cocaine.


Curriculum Guides


Sociological Studies


Studies of Drugs and Human Behavior


Secondary Level Materials


111 Are Drugs a Magic Doorway? (Filmstrip). Holyoke: Scott Graphics, 1971. 70 fr. color 35mm record or cassette.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher / Publisher Information</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Drugs and Youth; Medical, Psychiatric and Legal Facts</td>
<td>Coles, Robert</td>
<td>New York: Liveright, 1970.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


137 Drugs: The Alternatives. (Filmstrip). Pleasantville: Guidance Associates. 2 strips color 35mm and 2 records.


Rapping on Drugs; students give... examples of drug use in our schools. (Phonotape-Cassette). Center for Cassette Studies, 1971. 48 min. 1 7/8 ips.


181 What If They Call Me "Chicken"? (Pamphlet). Chicago: Kiwanis International.


Glossaries


Individual Biography

Brennan, Michael. Drugs; All you need to know. San Antonio: Naylor, 1970.


Drama


Fiction


### Elementary Level Materials

| 205 | Drugs and You. (Filmstrip). Burbank: QED Productions (Cathedral Films). 4 strips 217 fr color 35mm 2 records or cassettes with teaching guides. |
| 34  | Me, Myself... and Drugs. (Filmstrip). Pleasantville: Guidance Associates, 1971. 3 strips, 183 fr color 35mm 3 records with teacher's guide. |
ALCOHOL AND BARBITUATES

Secondary Level Materials


CIGARETTES, GLUE AND OTHER INHALANTS

Professional Collection


Secondary Level Materials


HALLUCINOGENS--LSD (LYSEROIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE)

Professional Collection


Background Information. LSD and Other Hallucinogens. (Phonotape-Cassette). Orange: Educational Resources. With listener's guide.

Secondary Level Materials


Fiction

HALUCINOGENS--MARIJUANA (CANNABIS)

Reference Collection


Professional Collection


71 Background Information Marijuana. (Phonotape-Cassette). Orange: Educational Resources. With teacher's guide.


Secondary Level Materials


78 Drug Facts: Origins, Processes and Effects; Marijuana and Hashish. (Filmstrip). Orange: BFA Educational Media. 35mm with 12" record.


260 Legalizing Marijuana: Pros and Cons; Margaret Mead explains why legalization is necessary. (Phonotape-Cassette). Educational Research Group, 1970. 50 min 1 7/8 ips.


HEROIN AND OPIATES

Reference Collection


Secondary Level Materials


71 Background Information; Heroin. (Phonotape-Cassette). Orange: Educational Resources. With teacher's guide.

71 Background Information; Ups and Downs. (Phonotape-Cassette). Orange: Educational Resources. With teacher's guide and filmstrip.


281 Moscow, Alvin. Merchants of Heroin; an In-Depth Portrayal of Business in the Underworld. New York: Dial, 1968:

**Individual Biography**


STIMULANTS

Secondary Level Materials


Individual Biography

DRUG ADDICTION -- TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION

Reference Collection


Professional Collection


Secondary Level Materials


Secondary Level Materials


Many excellent 16mm films are available for use in the area of drug abuse education. Previewing is essential for wise selection of these films for the particular audience involved. While the Bureau previewed a number of films through the courtesy of distributors, it is unfeasible to include them in this long-term circulating collection. Following is a list of selection guides with evaluative comments.


*Brochure only included in display.*